The relationship between the properties of the propagator of an unstable particle and the observation of mass and lifetime is considered. For illustrative purposes a model of a scalar (or pseudoscalar) particle (8) weakly coupled to two pions is treated. The propagator is shown to have a simple pole on the second (unphysical) Riernann sheet and it is assumed, as suggested by Peierls, that this is generally the case. Sy analysis of a prototype experiment in terms of wave packets, it is shown that the measured mass and lifetime are determined by the real and imaginary parts of the pole, respectively. Nonexponential terms occur in the lifetime curve, as is well known. These are shown to be related to the uncertainty in the time of the production or detection event under normal circumstances. This conclusion is similar to those of Levy and of Schwinger, but more closely related to experimental conditions. In particular it is found that the wave packets introduce a "Inass filter" in a somewhat different manner from that suggested by Schwinger.
1. INTRODUCTION V ARIOUS aspects of the treatment of unstable particles in quantum Geld theory have recently been discussed by several authors. ' ' From these discussions, several questions have emerged. Although it is well established on the basis of the uncertainty principle that a measurement of the mass of an unstable particle will not lead to a unique answer, it is nevertheless possible to pose the problem of defining some quantity, to be called the "mass" of the particle, which locates a focus for the mass distribution. It has been suggested by Peierls, ' by Matthews and Salam, ' and by others that the definition of this quantity should be related to the spectral function of Lehmann' defining the propagator. In particular, Peierls suggested that there is a pole in the lower half plane of the second Riemann sheet of the propagator, and that the real and imaginary parts of the pole serve to define the mass and lifetime of the particle. The existence of the pole in the case of the Lee model of an unstable particle has been clearly demonstrated by Levy4 and we shall demonstrate it below in perturbation theory applied to a highly simplified model of the decay mechanism of the 8 particle.
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erally assumed that the history of the particle may be described in terms of the time-dependence of the propagator. This leads not only to the characteristic exponential decay of the particle, but also to certain additional terms decreasing as inverse powers of the time for sufficiently large times. In particular, there is associated with the branch point in the propagator, following from the possible decay or dissociation of the particle, a characteristic asymptotic time dependence proportional to t '(for S-wa=ve decay). The question of the measurability of such behavior naturally comes to mind and in this connection both Levy' and Schwinger' have considered to some extent the inQuence of production and observation mechanisms on the asymptotic time dependence. We shall look further, and somewhat more directly, into these matters below. It will be shown that the distribution in time is not given directly by the time-dependence of the propagator but, instead, by a function incorporating the form of the wave packets which serve to express the experimental conditions. Under "normal" conditions, i.e. , when the energy spectrum of the production process is reasonably limited, the nonexponential time behavior is governed entirely by the time distribution of the production and detection events. On the other hand, when the production and detection processes encompass a wide energy range, overlapping the branch point in the propagator, the t & term should occur. However, in the event that the instability of the particle is due to a weak interaction, the coeKcient of this term is so small that the probability of the event corresponds to the order of magnitude of cross sections for weak-interaction events Lsuch as production of A+2sr by a pion-nucleon collision below the threshold for (A, E) production(. If a strong interaction is responsible for the instability, a measurement of the chronological behavior is not usually feasible.
For illustrative purposes, attention will be directed to the simple model of 0 decay mentioned above al-0 though the results are clearly much more general. The properties of the 0 particle are of particular interest in this connection because a direct measurement of the difference in masses between the two particle species, Hi and 82, is feasible. Just how the mass difference between two unstable particles can be sharply defined is exactly the question concerning a sharp definition of mass that was raised above. It will be shown that the quantity being measured is the shift in the real part of the pole in the propagator, as expected.
STRUCTURE OF THE PROPAGATOR
The model to be used as the basis for our discussion of the structure of the propagator is that of a scalar (or pseudoscalar) particle, which we call the 0 particle, subject to a direct weak interaction of strength g converting it into two pions. This is the only interaction that will be included in the considerations of this Section. The inhuence of a mass degeneracy, such as occurs for the physical 0 particles, will be treated in Sec. 5.
The propagator of the bare 0 particle is
where 3f p is the bare 0 mass and k is the four-momentum with metric chosen so that k' is positive for timelike k. The propagator corrected for the coupling to pions is denoted by AF'(k') and
To generalize the discussion, we write f(x&ip) = u(x) Wiv(x) ( 7) and note that in the special case described by Eq. (6),
The spectral function p(x) for the propagator is dehned by' ,
where F(s) is given by Eq. (4) and b' is the branch point for f(s); (10) in the special case. Since The result to be expected from an observation of the above type may be obtained from the corresponding element of the 5 matrix. However under normal conditions the incoming and outgoing particles are not in plane wave states but in wave packets; hence we wish to determine the 5-matrix element between states described by appropriate packets. The amplitude of the packet describing the collection of external lines entering the right-hand vertex will be denoted by P,, and the amplitudes associated with the other sets of external lines will be tP"g, ', and P. ', respectively. The packet iP; must describe, at early times, localized fields which are progressing toward a common meeting point r. Let us assume that, in the absence of interaction, the packets would meet at this point at time t. Then the 4-vector x= (r,t) denotes the space-time location of the center of mass of the incoming system at the instant of collision. We denote the Fourier amplitude of the packet at this instant by 1t, (P,,&,) exp( -ip, "r). At an arbitrary time T, the Fourier amplitude of the noninteracting packet would be |t,(p;,rt;) expLip, " (X -x)j, where X= (O, T). In a similar fashion, we may write P, (p"it,)
XexpLip, (X -x)j for the packet of outgoing waves which extrapolates back to the same space-time point x of the initial collision. Finally, if x is the space-time point of decay or final collision, the packets at the left-hand vertex have the amplitudes' f, '(p, ', it ) XexpLip, ' (X -x')] and 1t,'(p, ', it, ') exppip. ' (X -x')].
The 5-matrix element between the states described by the packets is S=) dp
The vertex functions F' and 1 may be taken to be constant since the vertex interactions take place over a region which is extremely small compared to the distance traveled by the unstable particle. The essential features of the packets are described by the function 
We shall write
and note that v-is positive since we intend that the process progress from right to left in the diagram of Fig. 1 .
We separate the space and time dependence of 5 by
The significant question now concerns the behavior of S as a function of $ or, more specifically, the behavior of I as a function of r. The probability for an event in I'zo. 1. Protype of production and detection events. The dashed line represents the unstable (8) particle.
When dealing with a decay process having no particles incident on this vertex, we simply set P =B(p ).
we may now rewrite Eq. (21) Fig. 2 . which incoming packets collide at x to produce a virtual 8 which then decays or interacts with a packet at x' to yield the specified outgoing state is given by~S~'.
Hence it is appropriate to designate by S(g) the amplitude for such an event.
An evaluation of I(k,r) requires some knowledge of the functions y(k', k). We assume that the energy spectrum of all incident particles is limited to a finite range of energy. Consequently the function p is distinct from zero only for 4' within certain bounds which we take to be 3f j' and 3f~'. The crucial property of y will be the manner in which it vanishes at 3E&' and 3f2'. We
The symmetrical behavior at 3f &' and M2' is chosen only to simplify the algebra. C(k', k) is taken to be analytic in k' over the domain of interest. Setting on passing through the cut is denoted by Fzz(z), 
An asymptotic expansion of J(7,k) for large r may conditions. '
We turn now to the less usual case in which the incident spectrum overlaps the branch point: M~'&b' &Mss. Then the path of integration for Eq. (24) (35) In this case the parameter in the asymptotic expansion is rQ, where Q=3f b is the energy rel-ease on decay of the unstable particle.
The asymptotic expression for I in the event that the mass spectrum overlies the branch point is then I= -2riq (sp, k) (zp+k') -b expL -i(zp+k')br j +J2(r,k)+J2(r,k)+Jb(r, k). (36) The asymptotic behavior of the integral is controlled by the manner in which p(x) goes to zero at x=b' rather than by the form of the wave packet (q is assumed to be regular at b') as it was in the usual case. 
where AM is, as before, the order of magnitude of the uncertainty in the experimental mass spectrum. For 7-of the order of the 0~lifetime this ratio is 10 "("+" if the mass is determined to 0.1%. In the probability distribution,~S~, the interference term will vanish after averaging over a very small time interval as a consequence of the time dependence of the relative phases of the exponential and J; terms. Hence a measure of the contribution of J, to the observation is the square of Eq. (37), which is very small. The Jb terms in Eq. (36) appear only when the experimental mass spectrum overlaps the branch point. This is a consequence of the natural cutoff in the spectrum introduced by the threshold for dissociation of the unstable particle. Its form is governed by the behavior of the propagator; hence it is not very sensitive to experimental conditions other than the important condition on the location of the mass spectrum. " For just this reason, the possibility of actually detecting the term is of soxne interest.
The r ' dependence may be understood in the following way. If a particle is produced at a point x having a velocity between v and v+dv, it will appear after a time "Note that the condition can be satisfied by considering the interaction of a pion, say, with a nucleus producing a A. particle and a virtual tI. The propagator discussed here would then provide a description of the virtual 81-component of the 0 field. This would interact with mat ter as a (virtual} 8, producing another A although the energy might be below the threshold for production of a real 0 or even below the 2m threshold, which defines the bra~ch point.
INTERPRETATION OF THE ANALYSIS
The expressions Eq. (26) Eq. (20) to obtain the S-matrix element. The matrix element is then made up of two distinctly diGerent types of terms, those having an exponential v. -dependence and those depending on some inverse power of 7. The exponential terms are governed by the location of the pole so. In particular, the decay rate of the amplitude for fixed momentum k is 2 Im(sb+k2)l, as would be expected. Correspondingly, Re(so+ k') & determines the phase of the decaying amplitude so that Rezb may be defined as the (unique) mass of the unstable particle.
The terms J~and J2 proportional to r '"+') have a very simple explanation. They arise as a consequence of the way in which the mass spectrum is cut off, as shown in Eq. (22) . But the amplitude of the time distribution associated with this mass spectrum is also proportional to v '"+') for large 7-. Hence these terms in I are just a manifestation of the uncertainty in the time at which the interactions take place. They can, of course, be modified by changing the form of the wave packets describing the reacting particles. (38) where X is the decay rate of the unstable particle
and Q=M -b is the energy release on decay. Since X&(Q(}/Q= 10 " for the 8 particle) the ratio Eq. (38) is extremely small when r=X '. Since again, the quantity to be observed is proportional to the square of Eq. (38), the probability of observing the effect in competition with the exponential decay is very small indeed (10 ")
In general, the eBect in question has a probability of the order of (X/Q)'. For it to be observable, the width X must be of the order of Q. Even for X/Q=10 ', the detection of the deviation from an exponential decay would be dificult. Resonances are known for which the width is of the same order as the Q value, for example, the (3~$3~) nucleon isobar. The difficulty in these cases is that the time scale is too short to permit a detailed measurement of the shape of the decay curve. For the sake of discussion we may assume that such a measurement requires a lifetime greater than 10 " sec, or X(0.1 ev. Then a reaction with Q(1 ev would be required.
It may be worthwhile to note that for a number of nuclei there are slow neutron resonances which seezn to satisfy these conditions. The decay curve of the corresponding compound nucleus produced in the proper fashion should be nonexponential in character.
Except under very unusual circumstances it is clear that the chronological history of the particle has the expected form of an exponential decay to a very good approximation. The mass of the particle, which determines the phase of its amplitude, is Resp and the lifetime is (2 Imso) -'. plane. An analysis of a typical experimental situation in terms of wave packets shows that the amplitude of the particle state is essentially the Fourier transform of the propagator, as generally assumed, but that there are corrections due to the experimental limitations on the energy. These corrections are not described by Schwinger's' "mass filter" acting on the spectral function. Instead, the filter eGect of the wave packets acts directly on the propagator. The resulting corrections are a direct manifestation of the uncertainty in the definition of the time associated with the spread in energy of the packets in the usual case of an event having a rather well-defined energy. This corresponds to the points made by Levy and Schwinger that the nonexponential terms in the decay amplitude are strongly dependent on experimental conditions. However, if the spectrum is broad enough to overlap a branch point (for an S-wave threshold) the terms proportional to~: will occur and will not be otherwise sensitive to the experimental conditions. But the magnitude of the effect is such that it may not be possible to observe the deviations from a purely exponential decay with presently available techniques.
It has been assumed throughout this discussion that the analytic structure of the propagator has the general form suggested by the model. No attempt has been made to justify this assumption on general theoretical grounds. " However it is clear that if the propagator has this general form, in particular if the pole occurs on the second sheet, then the characteristic behavior of an unstable particle will be observed. Although it has not been proved, it seems unlikely that this behavior will occur under distinctly different circumstances. "In this connection see J. Gunson and J. G. Tajlor, Phys. Rev. 119, 1121 (1960) .
